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The behaviour of aqueous dynamic combinatorial libraries (DCLs) containing either electron-rich

donor building blocks based on dioxynaphthalene (DN), or electron-deficient acceptor building blocks

based on naphthalenediimide (NDI) are described. The influence of concentration and ionic strength

on library distribution and diversity, together with the responses to electronically-complementary

templates have been explored in detail, establishing the principles to be employed in more complex

libraries leading to a new generation of catenanes.

Introduction

Dynamic combinatorial chemistry (DCC)1 has developed over

the past decade from early proof-of-principle studies to the

discovery of receptors,2 ligands,3 catalysts,4 sensors,5 and CO2-

sequestering agents.6 In these systems, the evolution under

thermodynamic control of the dynamic combinatorial library

(DCL) is directed by intermolecular recognition between library

members and an external component. Other DCLs include

systems that take advantage of intermolecular interactions

between all the species in solution, thereby addressing aggrega-

tion and self templation of library members.7 The exploitation of

intramolecular interactions within library members leads to

dynamic combinatorial approaches to the folding of proteins,

nucleotides or synthetic polymers.8

Despite these advances, systematic studies of dynamic libraries

in general, and the discovery of unpredictable species from

building blocks equipped with complementary recognition

elements in particular, remain relatively unexplored. We elected

to study donor–acceptor (DA) interactions between p-rich

dioxynaphthalene (DN) donor units and p-deficient naph-

thalenediimide (NDI) acceptor units as a programmed stabilising

inter- and intramolecular force in the context of DCC in water.

DA components are usually aligned in parallel, with vivid

colours often being observed due to charge transfer interactions.

DA interactions are perhaps best described as a combination of

local electrostatics, van der Waals and induction interactions,

solvophobic effects and charge transfer processes. DA interac-

tions have been successfully applied to create a wide range of

supramolecular assemblies such as rotaxanes and catenanes,9

foldamers,10 molecular tweezers,11 synthetic channels and

pores,12 organogelators13 and supramolecular polymers.14

We describe here an exploratory study of the DCL behaviour

of three NDI and two DN dithiol building blocks (Fig. 1),

including DCL formation, library diversity and templating

effects. This paper focuses on DCLs that contain only either

donor or acceptor building blocks as the reactive species. It

provides the experimental basis and conceptual framework for

our later discoveries of a whole series of new catenanes from

aqueous DCLs.9f,g,o More broadly, this work is an entry point for

the use of DA and hydrophobic interactions as intra- and/or

inter-molecular drivers for the evolution of DCLs. Some of the

results described here have previously been reported in prelimi-

nary form.2a

Results and discussion

Building block designs and synthesis

All five building blocks follow the same general design: a central

flat hydrophobic core which is electron-rich or electron-deficient,

attached to two cysteine-derived flexible hydrophilic side-chains.

Fig. 1 Structures of NDI acceptor (1–3) and DN donor (4 and 5) dithiol

building blocks and their cartoon representations.
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NDI and DN were chosen as the central p-deficient and p-rich

cores that can engage in DA interactions, while the amino acid

side-chains provide both the thiol, for reversible disulfide

exchange, and carboxylate groups, for water solubility.

Syntheses of NDI 12a and DN 59f have been previously

reported. NDI building block 2 was synthesised from the cor-

responding glycine derivative (Fig. 2), while NDI 3 was prepared

from 1,4,5,8-naphthalenedianhydride and glutathione. DN

dithiol 4 was prepared by a similar method to 5 (Fig. 3). The

three NDI and two DN derivatives differ in the length and

flexibility of their side-chains, allowing us to explore the effect of

these structural changes on the DCL properties.

DCLs of the NDI acceptors

A first aqueous disulfide acceptor DCL was obtained by dis-

solving 1 in aq. NaOH (10 mM) to give a 5 mM solution, fol-

lowed by titration with 0.1 M aq. NaOH to pH 8. The solution

was stirred in a capped vial to allow atmospheric oxidation of the

thiols. After five days, by which time equilibrium was reached,

the DCL solution was analysed. HPLC and LCMS studies of the

DCL solution revealed the presence of the cyclic dimer 6, cyclic

trimer 7 and cyclic tetramer 8 in proportions of ca. 50%, 35% and

15% at equilibrium. Two separate peaks were observed for trimer

7 in the chromatogram, most likely due to two slowly inter-

converting conformers. All three cyclic library members (the

major conformer for 7) were purified and further characterised

by 1H NMR.2a

DCL formation was monitored by analysing its composition

at regular intervals (Fig. 4). No disulfide was detected in the first

15 min, but after one hour, the linear (60) and cyclic (6) dimers

were observed in significant quantities with some cyclic trimer 7.

Cyclic tetramer 8 was first observed after two hours. During the

first five hours, the concentration of 1 continuously decreased

and that of the other cyclic oligomers increased, while the

amount of the linear dimer 60 remained more or less constant.

These observations suggest that 60 is the only major intermediate

in the course of DCL development, being continuously formed

and converted to cyclic species at similar rates during the first few

hours. When the DCL was analysed after one day, conversion of

1 and 60 to 6, 7 and 8 was completed. A DCL with similar

distribution was obtained at day 2 and day 8, showing that

thermodynamic equilibrium had been attained after one day.15

Aqueous disulfide DCLs of 2 and 3 were set up under similar

conditions (5mM, pH 8). After equilibration for five days at

room temperature, the two libraries consisted respectively of 9,

the cyclic dimer of 2, and 10, the cyclic monomer of 3 (Fig. 5).

The presence of a single product in both DCLs indicates that

other oligomers, either linear or cyclic, are higher in energy.

Therefore the potential surface describing the thermodynamic

equilibrium of these libraries has one deep well in each case,

corresponding to 9 and 10, respectively. The formation of 10 is

Fig. 2 Synthesis of NDI dithiol 2. (i) Glycine, Et3N, DMF, 140 �C, mW,

5 min; (ii)N-hydroxysuccinimide, EDC$HCl, DMF, rt, 12 h; (iii) S-trityl-

L-cysteine, Et3N, DMF, rt, 12 h; (iv) TFA, SiEt3H, rt, 2 h.

Fig. 3 Synthesis of DN dithiol 4. (i) Methyl bromoacetate, K2CO3,

acetone, reflux, 8 h; (ii) aq. NaOH/THF; (iii) N-hydroxysuccinimide,

EDC$HCl, DMF, rt, 8 h; (iv) S-trityl-L-cysteine, Et3N, DMF, rt, 8 h; (v)

TFA, SiEt3H, rt, 2 h.

Fig. 4 HPLC analysis of a 5 mM DCL of 1 at different time intervals.

Absorbance was monitored at 383 nm. Peaks corresponding to different

species are coloured accordingly.
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not surprising, since the flexible side-chains of 3 are able to form

an intramolecular disulfide bond, producing the entropically

favourable cyclic monomer.

The libraries containing two or three NDI building blocks are

expected to increase in complexity if the building blocks interact

and form mixed species. This was indeed the case for the DCL

containing 1 and 2, in which the mixed dimer 11 represents 45%

of the library material. Homodimers 6 and 9 are present in 24%

and 21%, while trimer 7 represents the remaining 10% of the

library (Fig. 9a). In the DCL of 2 and 3 a mixed species, the

heterodimer, was formed in �16% yield along with the homo-

dimer of 2 and the cyclic monomer of 3which form the rest of the

library material (See ESI†). In contrast with this, the DCLs

containing building blocks 1 and 3 did not show any significant

mixing of the building blocks (See ESI†). This indicates that the

mismatch in size between 1 and 3 leads to self-sorting of these

building blocks; unsurprisingly the mixed DCL can be viewed as

the sum of two independent libraries.

The most complex acceptor library containing all the NDI

building blocks led to the formation of only one mixed species,

heterodimer 11 (�36% of the library material, Fig. 10a), along

with macrocycles composed of only one type of NDI.

External stimuli: addition of guests

Since in this study we are interested in interactions between

differentp surfaces, a selection of aromatic molecules were tested

as templates (Fig. 6). To enhance binding with the carboxylate-

bearing anionic library members, only positively charged or

neutral guests were used.

Fig. 5 HPLC traces of a 5 mM DCL of (a) 2 and of (b) 3. Absorbance

was monitored at 383 nm.

Fig. 6 Guests G1–G10 tested in the DCLs.

Fig. 7 HPLC traces of DCLs of 5 mM of 1 (a) without template, and

with 2.5 mMof (b)G1, (c)G2, (d)G4, (e)G5, (f)G9, (g)G10, and (h) with

1 M NaNO3. Absorbance was monitored at 383 nm. The DCL material

distribution is represented as percentages above the corresponding peaks.

The amplified species are highlighted.
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When the p donors G1 and G2 were added to the NDI 1

DCLs, an immediate colour change from yellow to plum (forG1)

or orange (for G2) was observed, showing the presence of DA

interactions between the NDI and DN units. Shifts in the equi-

librium composition were also observed in these templated

DCLs. For the neutral DN G1, an increase in the concentration

of trimer 7 (both conformers) with a total amplification factor of

1.4 was observed. More pronounced amplifications were

measured with the cationic DN G2: tetramer 8 was amplified up

to 6-fold, corresponding to 80% of the DCL material (Fig. 7c).

All the amplifications are at the expense of dimer 6. The

continuing presence of 7 (both conformers) and the relative ratio

of 6 vs. 7 (both conformers) in the DCLs templated by G2

indicate that trimers 7 are stabilised by binding G2, despite

a reduction of their abundance in the library. A similar conclu-

sion can be drawn from the library templated with G1 in which

the presence of 8 and its abundance in the library indicate a sta-

bilising interaction between this tetramer and the template.

Dimer 6 has a cavity which is too small to accommodate any

aromatic guests.2a

Despite the fact that G1 and G2 are derived from the same

p-rich DN, different responses of the acceptor DCL were

observed. Different macrocycles were amplified to different

degrees, indicating that more than just DA interactions are

involved in these recognition events. The modest amplification of

trimer 7 by the neutral DN G1 and the strong amplification of

tetramer 8 by cationic G2 indicate that DA interactions are

relatively weak, and that the electrostatic interactions between

the opposite charges are important for strong amplification.

The nature of the donor component is also important. Indeed,

no significant change in the DCL distribution was observed for

catechol-based neurotransmitters G3 and G4 although they are

also p-rich and participate in DA interactions with the NDI to

form deep olive coloured DCLs.16

On the other hand, despite their p-deficient nature, guests G5,

G6 and G8 also amplified tetramer 8 from the DCL with

amplification factors of 4.4, 2.1 and 2.1, respectively.17 No

significant change in DCL distribution was observed for DCLs

templated by G7, G9 or G10. Based on all these observations, we

conclude that DA interactions are necessary but not sufficient to

induce the large amplification of tetramer 8 as seen in the DCLs

templated by G2. At the same time, the responses of the DCLs in

the presence ofG1,G2 andG4 also indicate that DA interactions

alone are not sufficient to generate large amplifications. Hydro-

phobic and electrostatic interactions are also ruled out as being

independently responsible for amplification of NDI macrocycles

as G3, G4, G7, G9 and G10 have no influence on the equilibrium

position of the DCL. Other factors such as the area of hydro-

phobic surface, steric effect and geometry of the templates may

also be important but they are difficult to evaluate based on the

current results.

The interaction between the library members of a DCL of 1

with G2 was studied in detail using DCLFit software.18 This

method relies on the HPLC peak areas obtained for each species

present in the DCLs templated with various amounts of G2. The

simplest model that produces a good fit requires the presence of

a series of template-bound library members (Fig. 8). In the fitting

model, all the association constants are for 1 : 1 complexes, using

step-wise binding. The six-fold amplification of tetramer 8 by G2

is in accordance with the fitted binding constants of around 106

Mÿ1 and 104 Mÿ1 upon binding of the first and the second guest,

respectively. The magnitude of these association constants

suggests that there are two NDI moieties interacting with each of

the DN templates. The association constant between one NDI

and one DN is on the order of 103 Mÿ1 as determined by DCLFit

and supported UV-vis titrations.2a Trimer 7 binds one guest in its

cavity (Ka z 104 Mÿ1). The cavity of dimer 6 is too small for an

aromatic guest to fit inside, and therefore 6 binds to G2 using

only the solvent-exposed surfaces of the NDIs.

In contrast with the DCL of 1, the libraries based on 2 or 3

were not influenced by the presence of any of the templates. This

confirms that dimer 9 and cyclic monomer 10 are the most stable

species in their respective libraries. This however does not

exclude the possibility that electron rich templates like G1 and

G2 or other aromatic guests can bind in the cavity of 9. This

binding event would not lead to amplification of 9 since it is the

only species formed in the untemplated library.

The untemplated DCLs containing two or three different NDI

building blocks were more diverse and therefore more likely to

lead to amplification of new species in the presence of templates.

Indeed, in the library containing 1 and 2, G2 led to the amplifi-

cation of heterodimer 11, with an amplification factor of 1.9

(Fig. 9). In this library, two G2 receptors containing exclusively

NDI 1 could have been formed: trimer 7 and tetramer 8 (vide

supra). Their absence signifies that the energetic gain from the

formation of theG2$11 complex is larger than in the case of either

G2$7 orG2$8.G2was the only template that led to a change in the

DCL distribution, highlighting again the importance of the p-rich

aromatic core combined with cationic side-chains.

Fig. 8 Model of DCL of 1 in the presence of G2 based on DCLFit and

the respective binding constants obtained from the fitting.
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The DCLs containing 1 and 3 were affected by the presence of

templatesG1 andG2. Trimer 7was amplified byG1, whileG2 led

to the amplification of tetramer 8 and of a new heterodimer

consisting of NDI 1 and 3 (amplification factor � 30). These

observations lead to the conclusion that only a strong binder like

G2 induces the mixing of building blocks 1 and 3. In all other

cases the two species do not interact, producing the same species

as the ones observed in the DCLs containing each building block

alone (See ESI†).

The DCL of 2 and 3 followed the pattern observed above,

where addition of template G2 led to the amplification of the

heterodimer of 2 and 3 (amplification factor 1.6), while all the

other templates left the library distribution unchanged (See

ESI†).

Unsurprisingly, the DCL containing all three NDI building

blocks was perturbed by the presence of G2. In this templated

DCL heterodimer 11 was amplified 2.3 fold at the expense of all

other mixed macrocycles, indicating that the largest energetic

gain is associated with the selective formation of the 11$G2

complex (Fig. 10).

External stimuli: increasing the solvent ionic strength

As the acceptor building blocks possess a large hydrophobic

surface, the hydrophobic effect would be expected to have an

important role in determining the stability and conformation of

the various NDI macrocycles in water; it could therefore affect

the equilibrium position of the DCL.19 A new set of DCLs under

high ionic strength conditions (5 mMof NDI building block, 1M

NaNO3)
20 were prepared and studied. In DCLs of 1, it was found

that in these conditions, tetramer 8 was amplified to ca. 80%

(Fig. 7h). This again showed that 8 is flexible enough to adopt

a folded structure or aggregate to minimise the area of exposed

hydrophobic surface under the high ionic strength. The libraries

of 2 and 3 were not influenced by the ionic strength of the

solution. No new species were formed under these conditions,

highlighting again the stability of dimer 9 and cyclic monomer

10. Similar behaviour was observed for the mixed libraries con-

taining 1 and 2, 1 and 3, and 2 and 3, respectively.

All these observations allow us to conclude that the diversity

of the DCLs is dependent on the very delicate balance between

the length/flexibility of the sidearms and the rigidity of the NDI

core. In this case a more rigid building block (1) gives a more

diverse library than the more flexible 2 or 3, that can form two

very stable species, dimer 9 and cyclic monomer 10. The mixed

libraries lead to the formation of mixed NDI dimers whose

formation was templated by p-rich, cationic template G2. The

extent of the amplification factor for the homo- and heterodimers

in the presence of this template might be the key for under-

standing the formation of DA catenanes via disulfide DCC.

DCLs of the DN donors

DCLs of donors 4 and 5 were prepared in an analogous way to

the acceptor DCLs (5 mM of 4 or 5, pH 8). At equilibrium the

DCL of 4 is composed of the cyclic monomer 12, the cyclic dimer

13 and the cyclic trimer 14 in proportions of 22%, 66% and 12%,

respectively. In order to understand the DCL behaviour, its

composition was monitored at relatively short time intervals for

two days. The dithiol building block 4 was the only acyclic

material detected during equilibration. All the three disulfide

macrocycles were observed in the library just 15 min after set-up

of the DCL, and their concentration increased as the DCL

developed. Equilibrium was essentially reached after one day

Fig. 11 HPLC analysis of a 5 mM DCL of 4 at different time intervals.

Absorbance was monitored at 292 nm. Peaks corresponding to different

species are coloured accordingly.

Fig. 10 HPLC traces of the mixed DCLs of 5 mM (1.6 mM each) of 1, 2

and 3 (a) without template, and (b) with 2.5 mM of G2. Absorbance was

monitored at 383 nm.22

Fig. 9 HPLC traces of a 5 mMDCL of 1 and 2 (a) without template and

(b) with G2. Absorbance was monitored at 383 nm.22
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when no unreacted 4 was detected; the proportion of 12–14

remained the same after 2 days (Fig. 11).

On the other hand, the DCL of 5 which possesses longer and

more flexible side-chains is dominated at equilibrium by the

cyclic monomer 15 (93%), with small amounts of the cyclic dimer

16 (6%) and the cyclic trimer 17 (<1%). Obviously, the longer and

more flexible side-chains in 5 favour intramolecular disulfide

formation, making 15—which is the most entropically favour-

able species—the major component in the DCL (see Fig. 12a and

ESI†).

As expected, the diversity of the DCL increases in a library

containing both the donor building blocks. The library is

dominated by the monomers (12 and 15) and dimers (13, 16 and

18), with some trimers observed (Fig. 13a). The observed ratio of

dimers and trimers follows the same trend as expected for the

flexibility of the macrocycles. The higher the rigidity of the dimer

(and trimer), the higher its abundance in the library, even though

the mixed-building blocks species are statistically more favour-

able.21 As in the case of the DCL of NDI 1 and 3, the size-

mismatch between 4 and 5 leads to a decrease in concentration of

the mixed species as a result of partial self-sorting.

External stimuli: addition of guests

The ability to influence the equilibrium distribution of the donor

DCLs by p-deficient guests G5, G6, G7 and G9 was studied.

Although colour changes due to DA interactions were observed

upon addition of the acceptor guests to the donor DCL, no

significant difference in the library composition of the DCL of

the rigid donor 4 was found (See ESI†). Based on this, we

conclude that cyclic dimer 13, which is the most probable host for

forming a sandwich complex upon guest intercalation, is already

the most stable and abundant species in the library, leaving very

little room for further relative stabilisation. A similar argument

was applied above to the NDI 2DCLs templated by the electron-

rich G1 and G2.

In accordance with this view, amplification of the more flexible

DN dimer 16, with an amplification factor of 3.8, was observed in

a DCL of 5 templated by NDI guest G9 (5 mM of building block

5, 2.5 mM of guest). The concentration of trimer 17 was also

increased to ca. 4% (Fig. 12). The other p-deficient templates did

not significantly alter the DCL distribution, indicating that out

of the tested templates, NDI template G9 has the best p-surface/

geometry/charge match with the DN macrocycles (See ESI†).

The effect of NDI guest G9 on a mixed donor DCL prepared

from an equimolar mixture of 4 and 5 was also studied (5 mM

total concentration of building blocks, 2.5 mM template). The

most significant change in the templated DCL was the amplifi-

cation of mixed dimer 18 from 15% to 24%, suggesting that 18

may be the most suitable host for G9 compared to all other

possible hosts in the DCL (Fig. 13). Its amplification was mainly

at the expense of cyclic monomers 12 and 15. Small amplifica-

tions of homodimeric 13 and 16 were also observed. G6 and G8

influenced to a lesser extent this mixed DCL; the observed

amplification factors were below 1.4 for the dominant species in

the library (See ESI†).

External stimuli: increasing the solvent ionic strength

While the acceptor templates do not induce a significant change

in the equilibrium position of the DCL of rigid donor 4, a very

different DCL was obtained under high ionic strength condi-

tions. Cyclic tetramer 21, which was not detected in the native

DCL, was observed in ca. 9% abundance in a 5 mMDCL of 4 in

the presence of 1 M NaNO3 (Fig. 14). Trimer 14 was also

amplified by around two-fold in the DCL with a high-salt

content at the expense of monomer 12 and dimer 13. Presumably,

by analogy with NDI tetramer 8, DN tetramer 21 can fold or

aggregate into a compact structure in solution, reducing the total

area of exposed hydrophobic surfaces in response to the

increased ionic strength, thereby increasing its concentration and

stability. However, there is likely to be more repulsion between

Fig. 12 HPLC traces of DCLs of 5 mM of 5 (a) without template, and

(b) with 2.5 mM of G9. Absorbance was monitored at 292 nm. The DCL

material distribution is represented as percentages above the corre-

sponding peaks. The amplified species are highlighted.

Fig. 13 HPLC traces of the mixed DCLs of 5 mM (2.5 mM each) of 4

and 5 (a) without template, and (b) with 2.5 mM of G9. Absorbance was

monitored at 292 nm. The DCL material distribution is represented as

percentages above the corresponding peaks. The most amplified species is

highlighted.22
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electron rich DNs than in the NDI tetramer, leading to a less

stable folded structure for 21. The higher flexibility of the

disulfide straps in 21 also imposes a higher entropic cost in its

formation when compared to 8. The result of these opposing

effects leads to a DCL of 4 containing only 9% of 21 vs. the 80%

of 8 present in the corresponding DCL of 1.

On the other hand, increasing solvent ionic strength by addi-

tion of NaNO3 to a DCL of 5 or the 1 : 1 mixed DCL from 4 and

5 has no observable influence on the library distribution. (see

ESI†). Presumably, this behaviour is due to the increased flexi-

bility of 5 that leads to a higher entropic cost for the formation of

higher oligomers that can fold better compared to the more rigid

monomer and dimer. In these cases, in contrast to DCLs of 4,

the entropic factors and electronic repulsions between the donor

p-systems win over the hydrophobic interactions that lead to the

formation of tetramer 21.

Conclusions

In summary, the DCL behaviours of DA building blocks that

contain a central core of flat hydrophobic surface of NDI or DN

and flexible hydrophilic thiol side-chains have been studied. The

size and flexibility of building blocks have a crucial role in the

type of products, DCL distributions and library response to

templates.23 It has also been demonstrated that in addition to the

use of electronically complementary guests, controlling hydro-

phobic effects through solvent ionic strength is an effective

approach for perturbing the relative stability and manipulating

the product distribution of the DA library members in these

DCLs.

This study further supports the idea expressed previously2a,24

that building blocks which can be effectively incorporated into

new receptors by templates in DCLs generally combine rigid and

flexible subunits and incorporate recognition moieties within

their structure; it is also apparent that large, flexible receptors are

more responsive to guests and therefore bind more strongly. In

addition we have shown that DCLFit can bring insights into

otherwise intractable complex equilibria in DCLs.

This work has shown that DA interactions have been

successfully engineered into DCC as a supramolecular handle to

manipulate the DCL logically. It also provides a firm basis for

studying howDA interactions direct the evolution of DCLs from

building blocks installed with DA recognition units, providing an

entry to the exploration of DCC in the area of inter-library

members stabilisation and intramolecular folding.
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